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"I have never in my life been so 
thankful to have a product in my 

house. I will forever be thankful for 
LifeVac because my daughter's 

birthday could have had a much 
scarier outcome." - R. Rivera

"Thank you again for making such a 
wonderful device- and ultimately 

saving my daughter's life."
- C. Langley

"We keep a LifeVac in our house, our
car, and her diaper bag at all times. I
am eternally grateful for this device
and its role in helping to save our

little girl!" - K. Self

american-hospitalsupply.com

Save a Life in a 
Choking Emergency

LifeVac is the choking rescue 
device that saves lives. 

Protect your loved ones today.

TESTIMONIALS

WATCH LIFEVAC
SAVE A LIFE



A leading cause of death in children
5,000 deaths yearly
One child dies every 5 days from 
choking
Choking leads to 100,000 visits to the 
ER yearly
More people die from aspirating than 
die in fires, drowning, or accidental 
shootings
Leading cause of accidental deaths in 
persons over the age of 65

CHOKING STATISTICS:

HOW LIFEVAC WORKS

LifeVac is designed with a patented 
valve to prevent any air from exiting 
through the mask. This patented 
designed valve prevents air from 
pushing food or objects downward. This 
creates a one-way suction to remove the 
lodged food or object.

• Capable of generating over 300 mmhg
of suction

• No prescription required

0-4 minutes: Brain damage unlikely
4-6 minutes: Brain damage possible
6-10 minutes: Brain damage probable
10 minutes +: Probably brain death
Average emergency response time is
7 to 12 minutes

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE

PROTECT YOURSELF
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY

ACT NOW

LIFEVAC STUDIES

LifeVac has been published in the 
following medical journals:


